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Let A,, = [O, a,] x ... x [0, a,,], where al ,..., Q, > 0. Then for any complex 
Bore1 measure IL having bounded total variation on A, , the correspondence 
T: f --f f * /* defines a bounded operator on L2(A,). The aim of the present 
paper is to study the invariant subspaces of such operators. This is accomplieshed 
by means of a complex analytic model, based upon the complex Fourier Trans- 
form, developed in Section 2. 
Of particular importance in the theory are the partial integration operators J,, , 
k = I,..., n, defined as integration with respect to the kth coordinate variable 
for each k. The lattice of subspaces of L*(A,) invariant under all the operators 
J 1 ,..., I?,, was determined by Kalisch [9]. It may be specifically described as 
follows: For any bEA,, let R(b)E(xcA,, 10 <x~ <b,,h = l,...,nj, and 
let d(b) denote the subspace of L2(A,) consisting of all functions on L2(14,) 
which vanish a.e. on R(b). Th en a subspace &! of L*(A,) is invariant under all 
of the operators J1 ,..., J1, if and only if &! belongs to the complete lattice 6p 
generated by the subspaces d&!(b), b E 4, . Any n-tuple of convolution operators 
on L2(11,) having this same property will be called a fundumental n-tuple. 
In Section 3, some more general classes of fundamental n-tuples are developed. 
A number of results are obtained, the least technical (and most easily described) 
of which is the following: For each k = I,..., n, let TIC be a convolution operator 
on Lz(O, uk). Let Tk be the operator of L2(An) which maps any function of the 
form fi(xd ...fi,(+) . ..f.,(~) to fI(4 ... Tdd+) ....fJx,). Then CT1 ,..., rS;,,> 
is a fundamental n-tuple if and only if T1 ,..., T, are all unicellular, Amongst 
other things, this result can be made to yield a modicum of information about 
the invariant subspace lattice of EP(CP), where U” denotes the n-dimensional 
unit polydisk. 
In Section 4, the similarity problem for convolution operators on La(J,) is 
investigated in terms of the model of Section 2, using a type of composition 
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operator. In particular, simple criteria arc developed which arc sufficient to 
ensure that an n-tuple of convolution operators (Tr ,..., TJ on L2(,,3,,) be similar 
to the rz-tuple (Jr ,..,, Jr,). (In general, two n-tuples (Jr ,..., J,,) and (H, ,..., B,,) 
of bounded operators on a Hilbert space 2 are said to be similar if there is an 
invertible operator -Y on 2 such that A,J ::: XI,< , 12 = I,..., n. 
A fifth and final section is devoted to concrete examples and other applications. 
The reader is advised that the techniques and results of the present paper 
draw heavily upon the single-variable theory developed in [4, 5, 61. A brief 
survey of this theory is contained in [7]. Familiarity with some or all of these 
references will greatly enhance the reader’s appreciation of what follows. 
1. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
Let a,,..., a, be positive numbers, and let A,, = [0, a,] x [0, a21 x ... x [0, a,,]. 
For any point b = (b, ,..., b,) E A, , we denote by R(b) the set of all points 
x = (.x1 )..., xn) E A, such that 0 < xk < 6, for all Iz = l,..., n. Then for any 
finite complex Bore1 measure p on A, there is a bounded operator T defined 
on L2(9,,) by 
T:f(x) - j-,,,f(x - t> 4-m (1) 
In the special case n -= 1, there is a natural chain of invariant subspaces for 
any operator of the form (1); viz., for any 0 < 6, < a, , the subspace &((br) 
consisting of all functions in L2(A,) which vanish a.e. on [0, b,] is invariant 
under any operator of the form (1). An operator of the form (1) is unicellular 
if it has no other invariant subspaces. A natural and much-studied problem is to 
give a characterization of such operators. See [5, 6, 71 and the numerous 
references cited there. 
For higher values of n, the situation is considerably more complicated than 
in the special case 7t = 1. In general, the problem of describing the invariant 
subspace lattice of any single operator of the form (1) appears to the hopeless. 
However, there is a higher-dimensional analogue of the unicellularity problem, 
which we shall now discuss in detail. We begin by constructing a suitable 
fundamental lettice of invariant subspaces. A subset D of A, will be said to 
have rectangular type at the origin if R(x) C D whenever x E D. As we shall see 
presently, any such set is measurable (and then some). Granted this, for any 
such set D we define .M(D) to be the subspace ofL2(A,,) consisting of all functions 
in Lz(A,,) which vanish a.e. on D. It is a simple matter to verify that any such 
subspace is invariant under all operators of the form (I). 
LEMMA I. If D C A, is a nontrivial set of rectangular type at the origin, then 
8D is homeomorphic to an (n - 1)-dimensional cube. Thus in particular aD has 
n-dimensional Lebesgue measure 0. 
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Proof. Forany(n-l)-tuple8=(~,,...,~,~,)with0~8,~~/2,k=1,...,n-l, 
the ray having direction angles ~9, ,..., 13,~, with respect to the first 7t - 1 coor- 
dinate axis intersects aD at exactly one point, which we denote by x(0). Let ~(6) 
be the distance from x(e) to the origin. To complete the proof of the lemma, it 
suffices to show that r(0) is a continuous function of 8. To this end, suppose 
that em + 0 and r(e,) --+ p. Then since x(0,) E aD for all m, the point deter- 
mined by p and 0 also belongs to aD. Thus p = r(e), and it follows easily that 
Y(e) is continuous. 
On account of Lemma 1, we observe that any set D of rectangular type at the 
origin may be arbitrarily replaced by its interior or closure without altering 
d(D). Our next task is to show that the subspaces A(D) form a complete 
lattice. This is the effect of 
LEMMA 2. Let {Drr}ocA be an arbitrary family of sets having rectangular type 
at the origin. Then 
(4 n JWJ = JW.J Da), 
(b) V &(D*) = .&‘(n 0,) (V = closed span). 
Proof. (a) is trivial. To prove (b), first note the obvious containment 
V &!(D,) C .4’(n 0,). T o o bt ain the reverse inclusion, we begin by observing 
that if f E A(D, n Da), then the identity 
f = (1 - XD,\D,)f + XD,\o,f (where x = characteristic function) 
shows that f E M(Dl) v &(Dz). It follows easily by induction that V .M(DJ = 
M(n 0,) whenever A is a finite set. If A is infinite, let xe denote the charac- 
teristic function of nlrEB D, for any finite set B C A. The net xe then evidently 
converges pointwise to the characteristic function of n D, . Thus by dominated 
convergence, for any f E &(n D,), (1 - XI)) f + f in the metric of L2(A,,). 
Hence f E V &(Da), and the lemma follows. 
The lattice of subspaces of the form A(D) will henceforth be denoted by gn. 
We note in passing that _Ep, is generated by subspaces of the form M(b) = 
M(R(b)), with b E A, . 
In the general context of operators of the form (1), the lattice Zn seems to 
play a role analogous to the role played by the subspaces Jz’(b,), 0 < b, < a, , 
in the case n = 1. This is indicated by the following result, which is essentially 
due to Kalisch [9] (although it was originally formulated in a somewhat different 
manner). 
THEOREM A. For each k = I,..., n, let Jk be defined on L2(An) by 
Jr: f (x1 > . . . . x,x) + s ,“f (x1 ,..., t, ,..., x,) dt, . (2) 
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Then a subspace k of L2(A,) is invariant under all of the operators J1 , . . , Jn if and 
only ;f -4 = M(D) for some open set D of rectangular type at the origin. ICvery 
such subspace is cyclic, andf E .4’(D) is a cyclic vector if and only zf (supp f !- -4 ,,) n 
A, = A,\D. 
The proof of the theorem, sketched in [9J, is based upon an n-dimensional 
generalization of the Titchmarsh convolution theorem due to Lions [IOJ. 
In general, we shall say that an n-tuple of operators (Tr , . . . . T,) of the form (I) is 
fundamental if the lattice of subspaces invariant under all the operators Yr ,. ., T,, 
is precisely -E”, . The general problem of characterizing all such n-tuples will be 
investigated in the sequel. However, it is first necessary to develop a more 
convenient setting in which to work. The following section is devoted to this. 
2. SOME MORE PRELIMINARIES 
We are going to develop a complex function theoretic model for operators of 
the form (I), analogous to the one-variable apparatus of [4, 5, 6, 71. We begin 
with some notation. For any n-tuple Q = (or ,..., ?J of real numbers, let K(q) 
denote the set of all points z = (or ,..., z,) in Cfi such that yk > 71~ for all 
R = l,..., n (where 2,; = xk , I iy&. For 0 < p < co, we define the Hardy 
class W,p on K(0) (0 = (O,..., 0)) as th e collection of all functions F(z) analytic 
in K(0) such that 
IIF II9 = S;P (IR, I F(x + 6W’ dm&4)1’n3 P<W 
(3) 
= s;p IF@ + iy)l , p=cO 
is finite, where m, denotes n-dimensional Lebesgue measure, and y ranges over 
all n-tuples of positive numbers. IYn p is a Banach space for p 3 I, a Hilbert 
space for p = 2, and a commutative Banach algebra when p = CO. 
The mapping f + F defined by 
F(z) = (27r-n’2 1 
R+” 
(4) 
is an isometric isomorphism of L”(R+“) onto H,“. See Bochner and Martin 
[l, p. 1321. Consequently, every function in HS2 has a unique “boundary 
function” on L2(R*), and the correspondence between the two is an isometric 
isomorphism of H,2 onto a subspace of Lz(R”), which we shall identify with 
H,2 in all that follows. Via the natural inclusion L2(A,) CL2(R+2), L2(A,) may 
be realized as a quotient space of Hn2. We shall require 
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LEMMA 3. The correspondence f -+ F defined by (4) carries L2(R+") @ L2(A,) 
isometrically onto the subspace Hn2(a) of Hn2 dejked by 
H:(a) = ‘$ ei”kZkH2. 
B=l 
Proof. We give th e details only in the case n = 2. The general case is 
treated similarly. Iff(tl , ta) belongs to JC~(R,~) 0 L2(A,), then f (tl , t2) vanishes 
a.e. on 4, . Thus F(z, , x2) may be written 
F(z, , z2) = (2~)~~‘~ i,” dt, $ eit~z~+ifzz,f(tl , t2) dt, 
+ (27T)-n’2 = eit’Zl+if+~(tl , t2) dt, 
+ eiazzz [ (2r)-“” lo% dt, lom eitIzl+ifzzzf(tl , t, + a2) dtl] . 
Therefore FE Haa( Conversely, if F E Ha2(a), then for some g, , g, ELZ(R+~), 
we have 
F(z, , x2) = eialzl 
.c s 
5o dt, z eitlzl+it~zzgl(t, t.J dt, 
0 0 
eif1Zlti’2Zzg2(tl , t2) dt, 
eit1z1fitzz2gl(t, - a, , t4) dt, 
L 
s .i 
z dt, 11 eit1Zltit2Z2g2(tl , t, - u2) dt, 
a2 0 
= e’h~‘+%Q-(t, _ ~1 7 tz) + cd, 9 12 - ~211 dj, 
Since gl(tl - a 1 , t2) + gz(t, , t, - aa) = 0 a.e. on A, , the lemma follows. 
On account of this result, we observe that the correspondence f -+ F f Hn2(a) 
is an isometric isomorphism of L2(A,) onto Hn2/Hn2(a). Having obtained this 
model, we shall immediately discard it in favor of a better one. 
For 0 < p < co, let IT,p be the collection of all functions F(z) analytic in 
some region of the form K(q) such that F(z + iq) E HnP, where q is an n-tuple 
of real numbers depending on F(z). We agree to identify two such functions if 
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they coincide on the intersection of their domains. Under the usual pointwise 
operations of addition and multiplication, IIn 1’ becomes a complex linear space 
for p < CO and a complex commutative algebra for p = CO. By analogy with 
the notation introduced for Hn2, we write 
We then have 
LEMMA 4. The mapping F 1- H,,‘(a) - F + II,,*(a) is a linear isomorphism 
of H,*/H,*(a) onto 17n2/R;12(a). 
Proof. The only nontrivial fact is that the mapping is onto. To see this, 
suppose F ~l7,*. Then F(z + ir$ E Hvt 2 for some n-tuple ‘1 of real numbers. 
Then for some f E Ls(R+?l), 
F(z -r- 3 = l,i n exp ‘i f z,t f(t) dm,(t) ( ~=1 c k) 
exp !i i z&)f(t) dm,(t) + J 
7i=l R+"\*n 
i-_ F,(z) + F&Z), 
where F2 E H*(a). Therefore F(z) == F,(z - iq) + F2(z - iq). Since evidently 
F,(z - iv) E Hn2 and F,(z - iv) EIT,*(~), the lemma follows. 
The isomorphism of Lemma 4 may be used to transfer the Hilbert space 
structure of Hn2/Hn2(a) to 17,*/Il~~*(a). Th e a d vantage of so doing is that the 
space D,12/Un2(a) is independent of any fixed region K(q). 
The algebra II?,” may be used to define bounded operators on n,,*/R,a(a). 
Specifically, for any -4 EI~,,“, there is a bounded operator TA defined on 
Hn2,T7n2(a) by 
TA: F + &*(a) + AF -k l&*(a). (5) 
If T is any operator of the form (I), T is unitarily equivalent to the operator ll;C , 
where 
(6) 
The study of operators of the form (1) may therefore be conveniently subsumed 
in the study of operators of the form (5). A function ,4 E nnm will be called a 
symbol for an operator T of the form (1) if TA = TK . In particular, this will 
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be the case if A - K E zi=, eiabrk IITLm. For n > 1, it is not known whether or 
not the converse holds. 
We conclude this section by pointing out that the mapping f + F + Q2(a), 
where F is as in (4), carries the lattice 6p, onto the lattice of subspaces of 
L!,s/n,,~(a) generated by the subspaces 17,2(b)/flnz(a), with b E il,, . As a purely 
algebraic entity, we continue to denote this lattice by g, . As in Section 1, we 
shall say that an n-tuple (T, ,..., TA ) of operators of the form (5) isfundamental 
of the lattice of subspaces i\variantllunder TA, ,..., TA, is precisely Pn . In the 
next section, we shall begin to investigate the nature of such n-tuples. 
3. FUNDAMENTAL n-TuPLEs 
The theorem of Kalisch stated in Section 1 (Theorem A) may be rephrased 
in the terminology of Section 2 by saying that (T,, ,..., TA ) is a fundamental 
n-tuple, where AL(z) = i/z,, k = l,..., n. In this section,“we shall construct 
some more general classes of fundamental n-tuples. We begin by introducing a 
piece of terminology. Given a function A E n,LP and an n-tuple q of real numbers, 
we write B’“)(z) = A(z + iq). We can now state 
THEOREM 1. Let A, ,..., A,, EII~“, and let YJ be an n-tuple of real numbers. 
Then (T,41 ,..., T,,,) is fundamental I.. and only if TAp) ,..., TAr)) is funciamental. 
Proof. The operator A, defined on IIn2/Lrn2(a) by 
A,,: F i- IIrL2(a) -+ Fcv) -t &‘(a) (7) 
is easily seen to be bounded and invertible with inverse A-, . Moreover, A,, 
carries 3% onto itself. Now for any A E 17,=, evidently A,T, = TA(q,An , So in 
particular, A,,TAk = T,?tA, for R = I,..., n, from which the theorem is im- 
mediate. 
In the case n = 1, considerable information about unicellular operators has 
been obtained by exploiting the connections between the weak operator topology 
on the algebra of operators of the form (5) and bounded pointwise convergence 
of sequences of functions in 17,“. See [S, 61. Unfortunately, when n > 1, such 
techniques are not as powerful as in the one-variable case. Nevertheless, they 
can be made to bear some fruit. The following result will prove useful in the 
sequel. 
LEMMA 5. Let {Am} be a uniformly bounded sequence of functions analytic in 
K(q) for some n-tuple q, and there converging pointwise to a function A E II,,“-. 
Then TA, -+ TA weakly. 
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 1, it evidently suffices to show that T,tn -+ fsl 
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rIAc9, weakly. Thus we lose no generality in assuming that q = 0. LVith this 
assumption, let F E N,” and G E H,-1,12 @ H,&*(a). Then 
(A,F + LTTi2(a), G + IInz(a)) = (A,F + Hn2(a), G + Hs2(a), 
=.= jin A,FG dm, _ 
The same relation holds if A,, is replaced by xl. But J A,Fe dm, -J” --lFG dm, 
by dominated convergence, and the lemma is now immediate. 
Given an algebra ,9/ of operators of the form (5), we denote b!. .ri the sub- 
algebra of 17,W consisting of all A E n,,z such that TA E .d. Let .e,?tlJ be the 
subalgebra of Dn7 consisting of all A ~17,~~ for which there exists a uniformly 
bounded sequence {Am3 C &such that A, --, A pointwise in some region K(q). 
Let J&J be the algebra of all operators T* such that A E d(l). Inductively, 
for any ordinal number R, let d(n) be the subalgebra of 17,“- consisting of all 
il E IY7,E for which there exists a uniformly bounded sequence {&] C u,; .i\ &(o) 
such that i3, --f A pointwise in a region K(Y$ Let ~0) be the algebra of all 
operators TA with A E dca). On the basis of general set-theoretic principles, it 
is evident that there exists a least ordinal number h such that ~2’~’ = .&J for 
all a 3 A. For convenience, this ordinal number h will be referred to as the 
order of the algebra &‘. In view of Lemma 5, evidently ~0 is contained in the 
weak operator closure of ~4. In the special case n = 1, it is known that -+I is in 
fact equal to the weak operator closure of <r;9; see [6]. For n ‘- I, it is not 
presently known whether or not this is still true. 
We call attention to the obvious fact that if J&’ is a subspace of 1T,,q.‘l7,,“(a) 
invariant under every operator in JJ, then J! is invariant under ever!- operator 
in ,&A). As an immediate consequence of this, we have 
THEOREM 2. Let A, ,..., A,, ED/, and let .d be the algebra generated by 
:lii:::, 
T‘4 and the identity. If SW contains a fundamental n-tuple, then 
TlJ is fundamental. 
Theorem 2 provides a simple criterion by which a number of specialized 
classes of fundamental n-tuples may be obtained. The most basic of these is 
described in the next result. 
THEOREM 3. LetA, ,..., A,, E II,%, and let A”,(z) =L Adz&for each k == I ,..., n. 
Then (T,; ,..., TJ~) is a fundamental n-tuple if and only if Ta, ,..., T,,,, are all 
unicellular. 
Proof. Suppose TA, ,..., TA, are unicellular. Let &’ be the algebra generated 
by Txl ,..., TX, and the identity, and assume & has order h. For each k = I,..., n, 
let ZX/~ be the algebra generated by TA, and the identity, and assume .d* has 
order/\, . Thenforany k = I,..., n and anyFE.d, “(‘J.‘, the function E(z) =: F(x,) 
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yields an operator T, E d (A). But since TA is unicellular, S@S) is precisely the 
algebra of all operators of the form (5) with’n = 1; see [6]. Thus in particular, if 
Ck(t) = i/z, , TC, E ~0) for all K = 1 >..., n. Since (TC1 ,..., T,,) is a funda- 
mental n-tuple, by Theorem 2, so is ( TA, ,..., TA,). 
Conversely, suppose that TAk is not unicellular for some k. Then there is a 
function F E IlIz, not divisible by e ibz for any b > 0, such that the invariant 
subspace of TAI, generated by F + I7,a(u,) is properly contained in Lr,2/U12(a,). 
Then if G(z) = (i/zJ(i/zJ ... F(z,) ... (i/Q, the coset G + &a(a) does not 
belong to any element of Sn except LJn2/Lr,,2(a) itself. Yet the invariant subspace 
of T/r, ,...) TL~ generated by F + nn2(a) is not all of IIn2/r;l,,‘(a), and hence does 
not belong to Zn . Therefore (TX, ,..., T,- ) is not fundamental. 
Theorem 3 has an immediate applicatio; to the invariant subspace theory of 
H*( clt), where lJn is the n-dimensional unit polydisk. (For general information 
in this area, see Rudin [ 121.) For any n-tuple h = (A, ,.. , A,) of unimodular 
complex numbers, the mapping 
V*:fb1 I...> w,) --+ --fl,2(zl + i; ... (ypyf (4 5 ,..., A, -$$, (8) 
1 n 
is an isometric isomorphism of H2(U”l) onto H,(a. We shall use this to obtain 
THEOREM 4. Let A = (A, ,..., A,) be an n-tuple of unimodular complex numbers, 
and for each k = l,..., n, let B,(w) b e a singular inner function with a single mass 
point at Ar: . If 4 is a subspace of H2(U”) . snnariant under multiplication by 
Wl,..., n 7 W and A! 3 CzCI B,(w,) H2( U”), then A belongs to the complete lattice 
generated by the subspaces 
f B,(w,) H”( ZP). 
k=l 
where B,C is a divisor of B, , k = l,..., n. 
Proof. For each k = l,..., n, set 
Bk(w) = exp (in, 2:) 
with ah- > 0, and let a = (a, ,..., a,). For each k = I ,..., n, let Ak(z) = (zk - i)] 
(zk -I- i). By Theorem 3, (TAI ,..., TA,) is a fundamental n-tuple of operators on 
17,2/IIn2(a). Hence if J% is a subspace of Hqh2 invariant under multiplication by 
(ak - i)/(zIC + i) for each K = l,..., n, and Hn2(a) CA%‘, then necessarily A! 
belongs to the complete lattice generated by the subspaces Hn2(b), where 
b = (b, ,..., b,) with 0 < 6, < ak for all k = 1 ,..., n. The result is now im- 
mediate upon application of the isometric isomorphism (8). 
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Note that the reasoning used in proving Theorem 4 is essentially the rc\-crsc 
of the reasoning employed by Sarason in his note [I4], wherein the unicellularity 
of the Volterra integration operator is deduced from Beurling’s Theorem. 
Let us return to the mainstream of the present section. In the special case 
n = I, there is much evidence to indicate that a connection exists between the 
structure of the invariant subspace lattice of an operator TA and the geometric 
properties of the function A(z); see [4, 5, 6, 71. It therefore might be hoped that 
similar connections can be established when n >, I. The following result is of 
this general nature. 
THEOREM 5. Let A, ,..., il,fl E II,,--, and let A(z) _- (A,(z) ,..., ‘4,,(z)). Suppose 
that A(z) is one-to-one in some region E, and that A(E) contains a region R, which 
is a Cartesian product of Caratheodovy domains, such that A-l(R) contains a region 
K(q) for some n-tuple Q of real numbers. Then (TAI ,..., TAn) is a .fundamental 
n-tuple. 
Before proving this result, we shall require 
LEMMA 6. Let R CC? be a Cartesian product of Caratheodory domains, and 
let 9 be the collection of all functions bounded and analytic in R which may be 
approximated pointwise in R by a uniformly bounded sequence of polynomials. Then 
any function in H”(R) may be approximated pointwise by a uniform[~ bounded 
sequence of functions from J. 
Proof. Let R = R, x ..’ x R, . For each Iz = I,..., n, let wk =:- q+(z) be a 
conformal mapping of the unit disk U onto R, . Then q(z) = (cpr(x,),..., ?,(z,J) 
is an analytic homeomorphism of U7” onto R. The correspondence .f ----)- f 0 cp 
is an isometry of H”(R) onto Ha( LTV) w ic h h carries the linear span .Y of functions 
of the form fi(wl) ... fY,(wn) onto the linear span of functions of the form 
&(4 g&n>. S’ mce any function in Hm(U”) may be approximated pointwise 
in U” by a uniformly bounded sequence of polynomials, it therefore follows 
that any function in H”(R) may be approximated pointwise in R by a uniformly 
bounded sequence of functions from .Y. On the other hand, by a classical result 
of Farrell [3], any function in .Y may be approximated pointwise in R by a 
uniformly bounded sequence of polynomials. The lemma is now immediate. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The hypotheses imply that A(z) is an anal!-tic homeo- 
morphism of E onto A(E); see Bochner and Martin [I, Theorem 7, p. 1791. 
Write A-l(w) = (Cl(w),..., C,(w)). Then there is a positive number u such 
that [C,(w) + z&]-l E H”(R) for all k = I,..., n. Then in the notation of 
Lemma 6, each of these functions may be approximated pointwise in R by a 
uniformly bounded sequence of functions from 2. Thus if & is the algebra 
generated by TA, ,..., Ta, and the identity, it follows that TFk E sJ@) for each 
h = I,..., n, where F,(z) = (zlc + ia)-‘. Since ( TF, ,..., TF,) is a fundamental 
n-tuple, the result follows. 
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Our next result, the last of this section, is in effect a simple generalization of 
the preceding one. 
THEOREM 6. Let A, ,..., A, E Ilnm, let A(z) = (A,(z) ,..., l&(z)), and let 
q(w) = (am,..., p%(w)) be a mapping which is one-to-one and analytic in a 
region E. Suppose further that q(E) contains a region R, which is a Cartesian 
product of Curatheodory domains, such that A(z) maps K(q) into q-l(R) for some 
n-tuple 77 of real numbers. Then if (TA, ,..., TA,) is a fundamental n-tuple, so is 
G,.A >..., Tm,o.d 
Proof. Let cp-l(c) = (#r(?J ,..., t&(c)). Then since #r ,..., z,& E H”(R), each 
can be approximated pointwise in R by a uniformly bounded sequence of func- 
tions from 9. Thus if & is the algebra generated by To,+ ,..., Tm,O.A and the 
identity, evidently TA, ,..., TAn E SF), and the result is now immediate. 
4. COMPOSITION OPERATORS 
Operators of this type have played a vital role in the development of the 
one-variable theory to date; see [4, 5, 6, 71. In the present higher-dimensional 
setting, we have already encountered one example of such an operator, namely 
the operator d, defined by (7), whose importance has been keenly felt in the 
previous section. In this section we shall construct a more general class of com- 
position operators, and obtain some results which parallel the one-variable case. 
We begin with the following lemma, which is of fundamental importance. 
LEMMA 7. Let e(z) be an analytic mapping of K(0) into itself. Then ifF E Hn2, 
the function 
and 11 FB // < M0 I/F /I, where M8 is a constant depending only on e(z). 
Proof. If v(w) is an analytic mapping of Un into itself, the correspondence 
f -+ f o cp defines a bounded operator on H2( V). (This is a simple consequence 
of the characterization of H2(U”) in terms of harmonic majorants given in 
Rudin [12, pp. 52-531; the proof is essentially the same as the argument given 
in the one-variable case in Duren [2, p. 291.) The lemma now follows by ap- 
plication of the isomorphism (8). 
If e(z) = (4(z>,..., 4(z)) is any analytic mapping defined in a region K(n), 
and a = (a, ,..., a,), let &(0(z)) = (eiQler(r),..., eiane*(z)). We define J&(a) to be 
the class of all analytic mappings defined in a region K(q), where q is an n-tuple 
of real numbers depending on e(z), and such that Ea(B(z)) = H(z)E,(z) for 
some n x n matrix H(z) over flnm. We identify two such functions if they 
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coincide on the intersection of their domains. It is not difficult to see that if 
0 E Q,(a), then the range of e(z) can be made to lie in any preassigned region 
K(q) by artificially restricting the domain of e(z). Therefore, if 8 E 52,(a), and 
F(z) is any function analytic in a region K(q), the composite P 0 0 is always well 
defined and analytic in some region K(6). A simple example of a mapping e(z) 
satisfying these conditions is any mapping 0(z) defined in a region K(n) and 
there satisfying a set of estimates of the form Im 0,(z) > yI,, + ali , k = I,..., n, 
for some n-tuple a = (CQ ,..., 01,~) of real numbers. Such a mapping belongs to 
QL(a) for any choice of a. 
LEMMA 8. For any 8 E Q,(a), there is a bounded operator ‘YO de$ned on 
17n2/K2(a) by 
X,: F + ZInz(a) + FB -I- IIn2(a), (9) 
where FB is de$ned as in Lemma 7. 
Proof. We note first that X0 is well defined. To see this, it suffices to show 
that FB E Jlnz whenever F E Iln2, and that FB E Ue2(a) whenever F E na2(a). The 
first of these assertions is an easy consequence of Lemma 7. To prove the second, 
note that by assumption, for each K = l,..., n, 
e +%(Z) 
where Hjk E fl,” for all j and k. Thus for any k = I ,..., n and any G E 17,,2, if 
we put F(z) = eiZn G(z), we have 
Fe(z) = e~%~k(~)Ge(z) 
= il ei”‘“JHjk(z) G,(Z) E II2(a>, 
from which the second assertion is immediate. To see that X, is bounded, choose 
‘1 such that e(z) maps K(q) into K(O), and let V(z) = e(z + in). Since 
X, = d;‘X,(,+i, it then suffices to show that X0(,) is bounded. Hence no 
generality is lost in assuming q = 0 to begin with. With this assumption, let 
FE Ha2 0 Hn2(a) and note that on account of Lemma 7, 
II Fe + JL2(411 d II Fe II d % II F II = Jfe II F + G2(41, 
from which the result follows. 
Remark. We point out that the class of operators of the form (9) is closed 
under multiplication. Indeed, as in the one-variable case, if q, (Ir E Q,(a), then 
cp 0 9 E k(a) and X,,, = X,X, . Thus in particular we may note that if e(z) 
is one-to-one in a region K(q) and 8, 8-l E f&(a), then X0 is an invertible 
operator with inverse X,-l . 
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LEMMA 9. Let A, C E IIn”, and let e ~&(a). If A(z) = C(e(z)) in some 
region K(q), then T,X, = X,T, . 
Proof. Simply note that TAX, = TCoRXO = XOTc . 
On account of this result and the remarks preceding it, the following principle 
is evident: Given A, C E IInm, in order that TA and T, be similar it suffices 
that there exist a mapping 8 E Q,(a) such that e(z) is one-to-one in a region 
K(q), 8-l E Q,(a), and A(z) = C(e(z)) for z E K(Q). As in the one-variable case, 
the key to successful application of this principle is to find simple criteria for 
determining when a mapping 8 E Q,(a) is one-to-one and has 8-r E L?,(a). 
A trivial instance of this, and one which is absent in the one-variable case, is any 
mapping e(z) of the form B(zl ,..., z,,) = (zU(i) ,..., zVcn)), where o is a permuta- 
tion of the first n positive integers. In this case, e(z) is evidently one-to-one, and 
8, 0-l E -Q,,(a) for any a. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that if C E 17,= and 
A = C 0 0, then l’A and T, are unitarily equivalent. 
A less trivial criterion is contained in the following result, which is a direct 
analogue of a result previously obtained in the one-variable case (see [6, 
Theorem 61). 
LEMMA 10. Let e(z) = z + x(z), where x(z) = (xl(z),..., ~~(2)) with xlc ~17,,*, 
k = I,..., n. Then e(z) is one-to-one in some region K(q), and 8, 8-l E Q,,(a) 
for any a. 
Proof. For ease of notation, we give the details only in the case n = 2. The 
general case is handled similarly. By the triangle inequality, we have 
II e(2) - e(w)il 3 1 _ II ~(4 - x(w)11 
I/ z-w/l II 2 -WI/ 
whenever z # w. To show that e(z) is one-to-one in a region K(n), it therefore 
suffices to show that there is a number 0 .< p < 1 such that 
II x(z) - x(w)ll < p II z - w I/ 
for all z and w in some region K(n). To this end, suppose x1 and xa are analytic 
and bounded by M in the closure of the region K(6) for some 6. For any 
preassigned 0 < p < 1, let ?1c = 6, + 2M/p, k = 1, 2, and let n = (Q , ~a). 
Now for any z, w E K(n), we have 
Xk(Z) - XkW = rxJ&% 7z:) - Xk(W1 7 %)I + [XR(W1 ,%I - Xr(W1 , %)I 
for iz = I, 2. Note that 
409/68/l-20 
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for some point f1 lying on the line segment joining zi and zoi . By the Cauchy 
estimate for derivatives, we therefore have 
In a similar fashion, one may show that 
Hence / xdz) - xlc(w)l < (~/2l/~) // z - w/I, R = 1, 2, from which the desired 
assertion is immediate. Thus 0(z) is one-to-one in the region K(q). Moreover, 
e(z) is an analytic homeomorphism of K(q) onto its image under e(x); see 
Bochner and Martin [l, Theorem 7, p. 1791. 
Clearly 0 E Q,(a) for any a. To complete the proof, we must show that the 
same is true of 0-l. We begin by demonstrating that the range of e(x) contains 
a region K(o) for some o. To see this, note first that since e(z) is an open map- 
ping, e(z) maps the boundary of K(n) onto the boundary of e(K(r))). It follows 
that if w(m) = (WY), wim)) is any sequence of points from the boundary of 
e(K(q)), then either {Im wim)) or {Im whm)} contains a bounded subsequence. 
On the other hand, if the range of e(z) contains no region of the form K(o), 
then necessarily there exists a sequence of points [fin) = ([i”), PI) in the com- 
plement of @(K(q)) with Im [l”) -+ co and Im c&m’ -+ co as m -P so. But it is 
also evident that the range of e(z) contains a sequence of this type, which we 
denote by [on). Then for each m, the line segment joining [cm) and t(,nf) must 
contain a point w(*~) belonging to the boundary of e(K(q)). Clearly zP) also 
satisfies the condition Im wim) - co and Im w;~) -+ co as m - co, a contradic- 
tion from which the assertion follows. 
Now for any w E K(a), we have 
e-l(w) = e(e-l(w)) - x(e-l(w)) = w - x(e-l(w)). 
Since evidently x1 0 e-r, ~a 0 0-l E IInm, &r(w) thus has the same general form 
as e(z). The lemma is now immediate. 
In view of this result, the remarks following Lemma 9 yield an obvious 
similarity criterion: Let A, C E 17,“-. In order that T, and Tc be similar, it is 
sufficient that there exist a mapping e(z) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 10 
such that A(z) = C(@(z)) holds in some region K(n). Moreover, the similarity 
is independent of the choice of a. In the one-variable case, this type of criterion 
has been used to good advantage in the development of a similarity theory 
eminently suited to the study of classical examples; see [4, 61. In the present 
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higher-dimensional setting, the most fruitful avenue of employment for such a 
criterion would quite likely lie in the construction of a similarity theory for 
n-tuples of operators of the form (5). (In general, two n-tuples of operators 
CT, ,...> TV{) and (S, ,..., S,) on a Hilbert space 2 are said to be similar if there is 
a single invertible operator X on X such that XT, = S,X for all k = I,..., n.) 
As a modest illustration of this we submit 
THEOREM 7. Let a = (01~ ,..., a,) be an n-tuple of positive numbers, and let 
C,(z) = (i/zk)ak, k = I,..., n. Suppose that 
where Fk E 17,“. 
(a) If condition (10) holds for all k = I ,..., n, then ( TA, ,..., TA,) is similar 
to (Tcl ,..., C-J. 
(b) If condition (10) holds f or some particular value of k, then TA, is similar 
to T, h’ 
Proof. (a) Note that 
1 
= (--I + (l/z& F,(z)]-l’“rF 
= (--iz,[’ + (:/zt) Gk(z)])“k 
=-- 
(-i[zk i G,(z)])Q , 
where G, E 17,% is obtained from the binomial series. If we now put 0(z) = 
(4(z)>..., 4,(z)>, h w ere 8,(z) = zL + Gk(z), part (a) follows. 
(b) This may be deduced from part (a) by the following device. Let u be 
the permutation on the first n positive integers defined by u(j) = j + 1 (mod n), 
j = I,..., n. We then define 
The resulting n-tuple (A, ,..., A,) is easily seen to satisfy the conditions of 
part (a). Hence (TAX ,..., T,,) is similar to (TCi ,..., TC,z), and so in particular 
TA, is similar to T,. . 
AS a consequencehof this result, it follows that if A, ,..., A,L satisfy (IO), then 
(G1 ,..., TAP) is a fundamental n-tuple. 
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5. SOME APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
Although considerably more restricted in scope than the one-variable theory 
developed in [4, 5, 61, the results of the previous sections can be readily adapted 
to the study of certain classes of concrete examples. We shall find the following 
results useful: 
THEOREM 8. Let A, ,..., A, E 17,,0d, and let A(z) = (A,(z) ,..., A,(z)). Assume 
that A(z) -+ a uniformly as 1 z1 I,..., j x, 1 - co in some region K(q), and let 
q(w) be any mapping which is analytic in a neighborhood of a and whose Jacobian 
does not vanish at a. Then if (TA, ,..., TA,l) is a fundamental n-tuple, so is 
(T+ >...> T+>. 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that v(w) is one-to-one on a neighborhood 
E of a. For any polydisk R C v(E) centered at q(a), q-l(R) is an open neigh- 
borhood of a. Since A(z) evidently maps K(q’) into q-l(R) for some n-tuple q’ 
of real numbers, the result is now immediate from Theorem 6. 
W’e point out that the condition that q(w) have nonvanishing Jacobian at a 
is equivalent to saying that v(w) is of the form q(w) == f3 + Q(w - a) + +(w), 
where p E C”, Q is a nonsingular linear transformation on C”, and G(w) has 
only second- and higher-order terms in its power series expansion about a. 
Theorem 8 is easily applicable to a variety of concrete examples. For instance, 
with n y=: 2, it is now a trivial matter to show that ( J1 + Jz + J1 Jz , J1 - 
Jz -; Jl Jz) is a fundamental pair. As a less trivial illustration, consider the pair 
of operators (T, , Tz) defined on L2(A,) by 




1 1 s f(% - t, , ~2 - cd Jv(2(tlt,)1'2) 4 0 o 
and (12) 
Tz:f (x1 , ~2) - J,““f (x1 , ~2) - 2J;“fh 752) 
+ i’ dt, joz2f (x1 - t, , x2 - t2) t:‘2)“J,(2(tlt2)1’2) dt, , 
where J1 and J2 are as in (2) with n = 2, and Jv( u is a Bessel function of order v. ) 
We show that if Y is a nonnegative integer, then (Tl , T,) is a fundamental pair. 
As a symbol for Tl , we may choose 
Cd% + ~~~~ + i: eizztz dt, j: eiz1t1t~1’z’vJy(2(t,t2)1’2) dt, 
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(The first equality follows from a standard identity for Laplace Transforms; 
see for example [I 1, p. 4461.) Similarly, as a symbol for T, we choose 
G!(% 9 34 = (-b,,m - (-j&2 + (- jq) 
r&J + 1) 
--. 
1/2v+1 (-&)“~kl [I - ( l/~l,q]~‘~‘“b+l 
If we now put 
cpl(wl, WJ = w1 + w, + qgv + I) 20f%u;+2[1 + wi%~]-(r’z)y-r 
and 
cp,(w, ) w2) = w1 - 2w, + r(qv + 1) wy+lw;(V+r)[l + WrzW22]-(r’2)rPr, 
we may observe that q(w) = (pi(w), p2(w)) has nonvanishing Jacobian at 0, 
and that C,(z, , z2) = g)k(l/(-i~r)1/2, I/(-iz,)li2), 112 = 1, 2. Thus since 
(Jt’“, Ji’“) is a fundamental pair (by Theorem 3), so is (Ti , T2). 
A less concrete, but illuminating application of Theorem 8 can be made to 
functions analytic in S”, where S denotes the Riemann sphere. Specifically, if 
A r ,..., A, E l7,,- and A(z) = (A,(z),..., A,(z)) is analytic and one-to-one in a 
neighborhood of the point (co,...,co), then (T,, ,..., TA,) is a fundamental 
n-tuple. (This is also easily deduced from Theorem 5. By either method, the 
details are left to the reader.) One may regard this fact as a weak analogue of 
the following one-variable result: If .4 E 17,m and A(z) is univalent and con- 
tinuous at infinity in a half plane y > 7, then TA is unicellular; see [6, Theo- 
rem 43. It would be interesting to know if such a refinement is possible in the 
present higher-dimensional setting. 
Examples of non-fundamental n-tuples seem to be naturally abundant. One 
trivial type of example can be readily obtained by choosing an n-tuple of 
operators (Tl ,..., T,) defined on L2(An) by 
h = I ,..., n, where each measure pLk vanishes identically on some fixed rectangle 
R(b), b E A, . Another obvious class of examples is furnished by Theorem 3, as 
the reader may very easily surmise. For a third and less trivial type of example, 
let Pl ,..., p, be symmetric polynomials in n variables, and let Tk = pk(J1 ,..., J,J, 
k = l,..., n. We assert that (Tl ,..,, T,) is not fundamental. For if ./Z is the 
subspace ofL*(A,) generated by the symmetric polynomials in n variables, it is 
not difficult to see that & is invariant under each T, . Moreover, it is evident 
that .& 4 & . since &Y is proper and 1 E A. The assertion folIows. 
We conclude this section with some remarks on the inchoate similarity theory 
of the previous section. The essence of this is Theorem 7, a result eminently 
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well suited to the study of concrete examples. In the one-variable case, this type 
of result (and the ideas behind it) provided the seed for the more general theory 
which blossomed in [6] and [4]. It is conceivable that a similar fruition might be 
possible in the present higher-dimensional setting, but as yet this possibility 
remains unexplored. Of more immediate concern, Theorem 7 provides a natural 
higher-dimensional analogue of an earlier result obtained independently by 
Kalisch [8] and SahnoviE [13]; see also [6, Theorem IO]. It can be rewritten 
directly in terms of operators of the form (I), the condition (10) being replaced 
by certain smoothness conditions on the measure p. However, inasmuch as such 
diversions seem to be of little genuine value, we shall not pursue them. Instead, 
we shall illustrate the ease which condition (IO) may be applied directly to con- 
crete examples. Consider the pair of operators (Z’i , TJ defined on L2(.-L) by 
T,:fh, ~2) - J;fh 3 -4 + jo” t,” dt, I,” ,f(q - t, , x2 - t2) t~+“2e-f1f? dt, 
(14) 
and 
T,:f@, 7 .x2) - .m~l > x2) + joz’ dt, ~ox2f(xl - t, , x2 - t2) tte-tlf2 dt, , (15) 
where (Y, /3 > 0. We assert that (.Tl , Ta) is similar to (Jim, J2”). As a symbol 
for Tl , we choose 
where D,(U) is a parabolic cylinder function; see [I 1, p. 4421. Similarly, as a 
symbol for T2 we select 
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where r(a, u) is an incomplete gamma function; see [ll, p. 4401. Utilizing the 
appropriate asymptotic expansions for D,(u) and P(a, u) (see [II, p. 331 and 
p. 341]), we have 
= & [ 1 + v + 1) (-w1 (-%-’ 11 + @ (&)/] 
as 1 z1 1 ) a, 1 -+ a~. The desired similarity is now immediate from Theorem ‘7. 
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